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Prospective memory refers to remembering to perform an intended future action, such as

remembering to take medication with breakfast. Historically, the field has focused on

failures to initially remember a prospective memory task (omission errors), but interest-

ingly, individuals will occasionally repeat a prospective memory action after it has been

completed (e.g., double dosing). These failures in prospective memory deactivation/

forgetting are termed commission errors. The current registered study investigated

structural neuroimaging correlates of a laboratory measure of commission errors in 47

healthy older adults. Extant theories differed in their predicted outcomes: commission

error risk was predicted to be highest in individuals with smaller medial temporal lobe

volume (output monitoring theory), larger lateral prefrontal cortex volume (residual acti-

vation theory), or a combination of larger medial temporal lobe volume and smaller lateral

prefrontal cortex volume (dual mechanisms theory). In registered analyses, we found that

a higher number of commission errors was associated with larger medial temporal lobe/

hippocampal grey matter volume (supporting dual mechanisms theory), but not with grey

or white matter volume in the lateral parietal lobe, frontal pole, or a composite of

ventrolateral/dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (not supporting dual mechanisms theory). In

post hoc analyses, smaller volume in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex was associated with a

higher number of commission errors, possibly indicating that the dual mechanisms theory

of PFC control was conceptually correct, but that a different PFC subregion than anticipated

exerts control over commission errors. Collectively, the registered and post hoc analysis

findings showed a functional dissociation across MTL/PFC regions that was more consis-

tent with the dual mechanisms theory than the alternative theories.
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1. Introduction

Prospective memory refers to the ability to remember to

execute delayed intentions, and this ability has broad impli-

cations for activities of daily living, medicine, aviation, and

workplace performance (Dismukes, 2012). Until recently, the

prospective memory field has nearly exclusively focused on

errors of omission such as forgetting to take one's medicine

(Einstein & McDaniel, 1990). An important, unanswered

question concerns how we “turn off” prospective memory

intentions once they have been successfully completed (i.e.,

avoid commission errors).

Commission errors occur when one fails to forget (i.e.,

“turn off”) a completed intention and erroneously repeats the

action. The significance of commission errors in naturalistic

contexts has been saliently illustrated by examples of medi-

cation “double-dosing” and perseveration of a prior, but no

longer relevant, dose. The clinical implications of commission

errors in, for example, anticoagulant adherence are well

documented and suspected to partially explain drug toxicity

in elderly patients (Kimmel et al., 2007). Even a simple Google

search of “I took my blood pressure medicine twice” yields

over one million pages including a vast number of forums in

which stressed individuals describe their prescription-

medication commission errors. Understanding the neuroan-

atomical correlates of commission errors is therefore of rele-

vance to patients, physicians, and the public. The current

research utilizes structural neuroimaging to extend upon the

behavioral study of commission errors in laboratory contexts

(Scullin, Bugg, & McDaniel, 2012).

1.1. Commission errors in laboratory settings

The commission error paradigm, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of

twophases. Phase1 isaprototypicalprospectivememoryphase

in which participants are asked to remember to press a partic-

ular key (Q) when an infrequent target stimulus (e.g., the word

dancer) is presented during an ongoing task (e.g., lexical deci-

sion). Upon completion of Phase 1, participants are told that

their prospective memory task is finished and no longer needs

to be performed. In response to these instructions, participants

should no longer actively monitor (search) for prospective

memorycues (e.g., Scullin&Bugg, 2013). Critically, duringPhase

2, participants performmore ongoing tasks, and we (re)present

the prospective memory target cue (dancer). Researchers

initially evaluated whether participants responded slower to

(re)presented target cues relative to control words, inferring

that slower response times indicated a spontaneous (but erro-

neous) retrieval of the prospective memory intention (Cohen,

Dixon, & Lindsay, 2005; Scullin, Einstein, & McDaniel, 2009).

However, in subsequent work, we observed that if the retrieval

conditions during Phase 2 strongly matched that of Phase 1,

then some participants would make commission errors (i.e.,

pressing Q in response to dancer; Scullin, Bugg, et al., 2012).

Commission error incidence is greatest when using a

salient target cue and matching the ongoing tasks between

Phases 1 and 2. In past work, approximately 25% of young

adults and approximately 50% of older adults made at least

one commission error under such conditions (Scullin, Bugg, et
al., 2012). Importantly, few commission errors were due to

simplemisunderstanding of instructions (<10%), as suggested

by participant reports on a post-experimental questionnaire

(Scullin, Bugg, et al., 2012).

1.2. Theory and psychological processes of prospective
memory commission errors

One of themost compelling basic science reasons for studying

commission errors is the opportunity they present to inves-

tigate the dynamic interplay of memory and executive control

processes. Several theories have been proposed to describe

commission errors, and these theories are shown in Table 1.

We have proposed a sequential, dual mechanisms theory

for commission errors that contends that commission errors

result from a combination of 1) persisting memory retrievals and

2) failures in executive control (Scullin & Bugg, 2013). The idea

here is that even after an intention is completed, processing a

retrieval cue may cause spontaneous retrieval (Cohen, Dixon,

& Lindsay, 2005; Einstein & McDaniel, 2005; Scullin, Bugg,

McDaniel, & Einstein, 2011). Such (erroneous) spontaneous

retrieval may slow responding to a previously relevant cue,

reflecting a failure to completely deactivate (turn-off or forget)

the intention, and potentially leading to source monitoring

confusion. In our laboratory paradigm, we augment the

probability of a spontaneous retrieval during Phase 2 (com-

mission error phase) by stronglymatching the Phase 2 context

to the contextual features of Phase 1 (McDaniel & Einstein,

2007; Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Tulving, 1983).

Whether an erroneous spontaneous retrieval actually elicits a

commission error is predicted to depend partially on the

contribution of executive control, such as response inhibition

processes that may override the prepotent tendency to press

Q when dancer is shown (Scullin, Bugg, et al., 2012).

According to the dual mechanisms theory, commission

errors should become more frequent when executive control

is impaired. Both divided attention (Pink & Dodson, 2012;

Andrade, 2014) and fatigue (Scullin & Bugg, 2013) during Phase

2 have been associated with an elevation in commission error

frequency. Such effects could have been anticipated by the

surplus of anecdotes in online forums of individuals acci-

dentally double-dosing when they are fatigued. Moreover, we

have observed that individuals with relatively-low scores on

executive function tests (Stroop color-word interference and

Trail Making B tests)dbut not simple processing speed tests

(color naming and Trail Making A tests)dwere more suscep-

tible to making commission errors than individuals with

relatively-high executive function scores (Scullin, Bugg, et al.,

2012). Other researchers have observed that individuals low in

action-control scores may also have difficulty deactivating

completed intentions (Walser, Goschke, & Fischer, 2014).

Our dual mechanisms theory further predicts that

agingdwhich is associated with changes to the prefrontal

cortex and declining executive control (West, 1996)dshould

be associated with greater commission errors. This latter

prediction is noteworthy within the prospective memory field

because researchers tend to assume that older adults will al-

ways exhibit fewer prospective memory responses (Smith &

Bayen, 2006; Uttl, 2008; though some exceptions exist, e.g.,

Rendell & Thomson, 1999). By contrast, several studies have

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2019.10.013
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Fig. 1 e The commission error paradigm (Bugg et al., 2013; Scullin et al., 2009, 2011, 2012; 2013). Colors are used for

illustrative purposes (they are not used in the experimental tasks): Green font indicates when the prospective memorytask

is “active” and red font indicates when the prospective memory intention is “finished” (commission error phase). The

prospective memory encoding instructions are abbreviated (relative to what participants read) whereas the finished

instructions are verbatim.

Table 1 e Major theories of commission errors and their predictions for how commission errors should correlate with
structural volume in regions of interest (ROI).

Theory Cause of Commission Errors ROI Prediction

Dual Mechanisms Theory Individuals erroneously

spontaneously retrieve an

intention and fail to exert

executive control

Larger MTL and smaller Lateral PFC

volume increase commission error

risk

Residual Activation Theory Finished intentions remain at a

heightened level of activation

Larger Lateral PFC volume

increases commission error risk

Output Monitoring Theory Individuals forget the “finished”

(task completion) instructions

Smaller MTL volume increases

commission error risk
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found a greater frequency of commission errors in older

adults than in young adults (Boywitt, Rummel, &Meiser, 2015;

Bugg, Scullin, & Rauvola, 2016; Einstein, McDaniel, Smith, &

Shaw, 1998; Marsh, Hicks, Cook, & Mayhorn, 2007; McDaniel,

Bugg, Ramuschkat, Kliegel, & Einstein, 2009; Scullin, Bugg, &

McDaniel, 2012; see Bugg, Scullin, & McDaniel, 2013, for a

nonsignificant trend). In addition to the theoretical implica-

tions of this age effect, this finding may be of clinical import

because the adverse effects of commission errors in natural-

istic settings, such as severe bleeding with excessive anti-

coagulation, are often more pronounced in older adults

(Landefeld & Goldman, 1989).

Additional theories of commission errors are the output-

monitoring and residual activation views (Table 1). According

to the output-monitoring view, commission errors reflect

memory retrieval errors such as forgetting the “forget-the-

intention” instructions or forgetting that they are no longer in
Phase 1 (Koriat, Ben-Zur, & Sheffer, 1988; Marsh et al., 2007;

Marsh, Hicks, Hancock, & Munsayac, 2002). According to the

residual activation view, active prospective memory tasks are

represented at a higher-level of activation than the other con-

tents in memory, and commission errors arise when finished

intentions continue to remainat a heightened level of activation

(Walser, Fischer, & Goschke, 2012).

1.3. Neuroanatomical basis of prospective memory
commission errors

Most neuroimaging studies of prospective memory have

focused on omission errors. Brodmann Area 10dthe anterior

prefrontal cortex or frontal poledhas most frequently been

implicated in the effortful monitoring/searching for prospec-

tive memory target cues (i.e., during “Phase 1” type experi-

ments; for review, see Burgess, Gonen-Yaacovi, & Volle, 2011).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2019.10.013
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Some exceptions to this frontal-pole rule do exist, particularly

in studies that have isolated non-monitoring, spontaneous

retrieval processes (McDaniel, LaMontagne, Beck, Scullin, &

Braver, 2013). It should be recognized, however, that nearly

all neurophysiological studies of prospective memory have

examined healthy, young adults. In older adults, the few

structural neuroimaging studies that exist have connected

spontaneous retrieval to medial temporal lobe volume (MTL;

specifically, the hippocampus; Gordon, Shelton, Bugg,

McDaniel, & Head, 2011) and effortful monitoring to frontal

pole volume (Scullin et al., 2013).

Very little is known about the neurophysiological corre-

lates of prospective memory commission errors. One functional

neuroimaging study investigated the neural correlates of

completed prospective memory intentions (Beck, Ruge,

Walser, & Goschke, 2014). In this study, which primarily

included middle-aged adults (ages 50e65), Beck et al. con-

trasted blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) responses to

prospective memory target cues across several 70-sec cycles

of active and inactive phases (relative to control blocks; cf. the

approach of a single Phase 1-Phase 2 cycle). During inactive

phases (cf. Phase 2s), the target cues elicited increased tran-

sient BOLD responses in the ventral parietal, precuneus,

posterior cingulate, and rostro-lateral PFC regions, which the

authors interpreted as indicating (erroneous) bottom-up

spontaneous retrieval coupled with top-down control to

avoid commission errors. While informative, this functional

neuroimaging study did not elicit any commission errors (only

elevated response times to target cues), and therefore the

primary question of the current studydto identify the struc-

tural correlates of commission errorsdremains unanswered.

1.4. Aims and hypotheses

The primary goal of this researchwas to identify the structural

correlates of prospective memory commission errors in

cognitively-normal older adults. To this end,we capitalized on

ongoing structural neuroimaging data collection at an Alz-

heimer's Disease Research Center (ADRC). To avoid inadver-

tently including older adults with very mild dementia (i.e.,

clinical dementia rating [CDR]¼ 0.5; Morris, 1993), akin tomild

cognitive impairment (Petersen et al., 1999), the current study

only included adults with CDR ratings equal to zero (i.e., no

clinical signs of dementia).

Despite there being no existing neuroimaging studies of

prospective memory commission errors, several predictions

for PFC and MTL volume may be generated based upon

existing theoretical accounts (Table 1). First consider the PFC

volume predictions. According to the dual mechanisms view

that emphasizes in part the role of executive control (Scullin,

Bugg, et al., 2012), we predicted that greater risk for commis-

sion errors would occur in individuals with smaller PFC vol-

ume, due to impaired control (i.e., biasing of task-relevant

over irrelevant pathways; Miller, 2000). Based upon Beck et

al.'s (2014) account of the rostro-lateral PFC overriding pre-

potent prospective memory responses, we specifically ex-

pected that the lateral PFCwould be negatively associated with

commission errors. In contrast to the dual mechanisms view,

the residual activation view predicts that heightened activa-

tion due to intentions is related to working memory resource
availability (Walser et al., 2014). Therefore, by the residual

activation view, one might expect that larger lateral PFC vol-

ume would be related to increased commission error risk.

Next consider the MTL volume predictions (Table 1). The

dual mechanisms view additionally contends that sponta-

neous retrievals depend partially on the preserved integrity of

the MTL (Gordon et al., 2011), which is necessary for com-

mission errors to occur, meaning that larger (better preserved)

MTL volume in older adults should be associated with more

commission errors. By contrast, the output monitoring view,

which emphasizes encoding a new memory not to make a Q

response to dancer, predicts that smaller MTL volume (partic-

ularly, smaller hippocampal volume) will be associated with

greater risk for commission errors because these individuals

will be impaired at forming the new memory to not make a

prospective memory response.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants and statistical power analysis

There were no published structural neuroimaging and pro-

spective memory commission error studies on which to

directly estimate effect sizes. However, based on the single

study (Scullin, Bugg, et al., 2012) that evaluated the relation-

ship between commission errors in older adults and perfor-

mance on theWisconsin Card Sorting task, which is frontally-

reliant (Anderson, Damasio, Jones, & Tranel, 1991), an effect

size of r ¼ .51 would be expected. The two structural neuro-

imaging studies of prospective memory omission errors in

older adults (Gordon et al., 2011; Scullin et al., 2013), further

suggested at least medium effect sizes (rs ¼ .44 and .47). Other

structural neuroimaging and prospective memory papers

either used only patient groups and/or did not report effect

sizes. Using the lower bound effect size of r ¼ .44, we con-

ducted a statistical power analysis (G*Power 3.1) for a two-

tailed test with alpha set to .05, and a priori power set to .90.

This power analysis indicated a sample size of n¼ 46. The final

sample size was 47 adults with a CDR score of 0, age of 62e93

(M ¼ 73.13, SD ¼ 6.12), and no history of neurological disease.

We included both males and females (45% female).

Our study was approved by the Internal Review Board,

adhered to Declaration of Helsinki ethical principles, and the

Washington University ADRC reviewed and approved this

study prior to beginning data collection.

2.2. Behavioral procedure

The commission error procedure closely followed the pro-

cedure outlined in Fig. 1 and in our previous research (Scullin,

Bugg, et al., 2012). Participants first received instructions

regarding the ongoing task, which was to make word/

nonword judgments as quickly and accurately as possible

during a lexical decision task by pressing labeled keys on the

number pad. Then they encoded the prospective memory

intention to press the Q key whenever they encountered the

target words corn or dancer. After a brief delay in which par-

ticipants performed filler tasks (e.g., vocabulary task), the

Active-PM phase (Phase 1) began. Phase 1 was comprised of 80

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2019.10.013
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lexical decision trials and the target words each appeared

twice. Target words were presented on a salient (blue) back-

ground color; a black background was used on non-target

lexical decision trials. Immediately following Phase 1, partic-

ipants were instructed that the prospective memory task was

finished and should not be performed again. Specifically, they

read: “You no longer need to press Q in the presence of target

words. That task is finished and should not be performed

again.” After another brief delay, participants began Phase 2,

which was the Finished-PM phase. Phase 2 was comprised of

102 lexical decision trials, among which were four pre-

sentations of the previously relevant targetwords (two of each

target) again appearing on the salient blue background color.

The task lasted approximately 20 min.

2.3. Structural imaging protocol and analysis

Our neuroimaging analysis followed from our previous work

in this population (Gordon et al., 2011; Scullin et al., 2013).

ADRC structural scans were acquired using 1.5T and 3T

scanners, and one or two T1-weighted sagittal MP-RAGE scans

were acquired for each participant. When two scans were

acquired, they were averaged together after aligning them

using a rigid body transform. Scanner specifications depended

on the specific protocol used by the ADRC for each individual

participant (possible ranges: TR ¼ 9.7 msec - 2,400 msec;

TE ¼ 3.08 msec - 3.16 msec; flip angle ¼ 8� - 10�; TI ¼ 20 msec -

1,000msec; resolution¼ 1� 1� 1mm3 - 1� 1� 1.25mm3; Kim

et al., 2015).

We estimated grey and white matter volumes in each re-

gion of interest (ROI) using Freesurfer image analysis. Free-

surfer enables an automated labeling approach to identifying

structural volume that is based on probabilistic information

derived from manual labeling (Desikan et al., 2006; Fischl

et al., 2004). Estimates derived from the automated labels

show high scan-rescan reliability (Morey et al., 2010) and are

very consistent with manually generated labels (Fischl et al.,

2004).

Following Gordon et al. (2011), ROIs were defined using the

default cortical parcellation available in Freesurfer. Non-brain

tissue was removed (S�egonne et al., 2004), white matter and

grey matter were segmented (Fischl et al., 2002), and bound-

aries for automatic labeling were determined for each indi-

vidual. The parcellation was determined by curvature and

intensity statistics as well as neighborhood relationships (e.g.,

boundaries determined by largest shifts in intensity; Fischl

et al., 2004). For the current study, the ROIs of greatest theo-

retical import (cf. Burgess et al., 2011; Gordon et al., 2011;

McDaniel et al., 2013) are illustrated in Fig. 2 and were ob-

tained from the DesikaneKilliany atlas (Desikan et al., 2006),

with the exception of the hippocampus, which was derived

from Freesurfer's subcortical stream (Fischl et al., 2002).

Using the above automatic labeling procedure in Free-

surfer, we obtained the following estimates of regional grey

and white matter volume: A) lateral prefrontal cortex [com-

bined ventrolateral and dorsolateral (VL/DLPFC), consisting of

caudal middle frontal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus], B)

lateral parietal cortex (superior and inferior parietal cortex), C)

anterior prefrontal cortex (frontal pole), and D) medial tem-

poral lobe (parahippocampal gyrus, entorhinal cortex, and
hippocampus). For the hippocampus, Freesurfer produced

estimates of grey matter, but not white matter, and therefore

the medial temporal lobe white matter estimate was derived

from parahippocampal gyrus and entorhinal cortex estimates

(Scullin et al., 2013). Following established procedures

(Buckner et al., 2004; Jack et al., 1989), we adjusted for esti-

mated total intracranial volume using a covariance approach

(Gordon, et al., 2011). Becausewe had no a priori predictions for

hemisphere effects we summed volumes across hemispheres.

White matter and grey matter were summed separately.

Where significant correlations emerged between commission

errors and one of the above ROIs, we conducted a follow-up

test on the grey matter or white matter (i.e., the regional tis-

sue that produced the significant effect) of the subregions that

were implicated (correction for multiple comparisons was not

employed because tests were limited to significant ROIs).

Quality control was conducted by trained technicians at

the ADRC and included cortical surface reconstructions and

volumetric segmentations.

2.4. Analyses

A commission error was defined as a Q response during Phase

2. The primary dependent variable for commission errors was

whether an individual made at least one commission error

(i.e., resulting in two comparison groups). The secondary

dependent variable for commission errors was the total

number of commission errors made (continuous variable,

ranging from 0 to 4). We have reported both analyses in our

previous work, and though they typically result in the same

conclusion, they occasionally show differential relationships

with other cognitive measures (i.e., executive control mea-

sures; Scullin, Bugg, et al., 2012). Therefore, we planned to look

for convergence between our primary and secondary mea-

sures of commission errors, but wherever they diverged we

planned to focus our interpretation on the primary dependent

measure.

We planned to evaluate associations between ROI volumes

and commission errors by using logistic regressions (primary

dependent variable) that determined whether ROI volumes

predicted individuals who did versus did not make a com-

mission error. We planned to further conduct Pearson corre-

lations (secondary dependent variable) that assessed the

relationship between ROI volume and total number of com-

mission errors. We report exact p values for all statistical tests

and odds ratios as estimates of effect size, if relevant. For

significant correlations, we included bias-corrected bootstrap

confidence intervals (1,000 samples), which were undertaken

in addition to the registered protocol. Following Simmons

et al.'s (2011) recommendation that analyses be reported

both with and without covariates, we included a table that

illustrates neuroimaging and commission error correlations

both with and without chronological age as a covariate (note

that, following previous literature, total intracranial volume

was always used as a covariate). Furthermore, we planned to

report the results of the correlations with all participants

included, as well as after excluding any participants who re-

ported possible confusion about the instructions. Any addi-

tional positive or null analyses are reported as post hoc

analyses. For post hoc analyses, we corrected for multiple

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2019.10.013
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Fig. 2 e Illustration of regions of interest (ROIs) derived from Freesurfer. (A) ventro/dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (combined

inferior frontal gyrus and caudal middle frontal gyrus), (B) lateral parietal cortex (superior and inferior parietal cortex), (C)

anterior prefrontal cortex (frontal pole), (D) medial temporal lobe (parahippocampal gyrus, entorhinal cortex, and

hippocampus). All regions are derived from Freesurfer's cortical parcellation scheme except for the hippocampus subregion,

which stems from the subcortical volumetric segmentation scheme. Compare to Table 1 for theoretical predictions.

Figure was adapted from Gordon et al., 2011 (Neuropsychologia).
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comparisons using the Hochberg method (Norman & Steiner,

2000; Scullin, Trotti, Wilson, Greer, & Bliwise, 2012)

2.5. Outcome-neutral criteria

Prior to conducting correlations between behavioral and MRI

data we tested for the absence of ceiling and floor effects in

commission errors. With the current procedure we antici-

pated that 20e40% of older adults would make at least one

commission error. However, if fewer than 20% or greater than

80% of older adults made at least one commission error then

we planned to limit our analyses to the total number of

commission errors (secondary dependent variable) rather

than contrasting individuals who did versus did not make a

commission error. We further included the positive control of

assessingwhether volumewas negatively correlatedwith age.

2.6. Timeline for study

Following the in principal acceptance in June 2015 (Stage 1

manuscript deposited at https://osf.io/pqv9j/), we began

recruitment and data collection in July 2015. Behavioral data

collectionwas completed in February 2018, and the structural-

behavioral correlational data were analyzed in July 2019.
3. Results

3.1. Registered analyses

The behavioral and summary MRI data are deposited at

https://osf.io/pqv9j/. The conditions of our ethical approval do

not permit public archiving of raw individual MRI data.

Readers seeking access to the data should contact the Exec-

utive Director of the Knight ADRC Core, Department of

Neurology, Washington University in St. Louis. Access will be

granted to named individuals in accordance with ethical

procedures governing the reuse of sensitive data. There are no

other conditions.

We first evaluated the outcome neutral criteria. No par-

ticipants reported confusion about the finished instructions

yet 7 of 47 participants (14.9%) made at least one commission

error. Because 14.9% was below our cutoff of conducting
logistic regression analyses on who did versus did not make a

commission error, we limited analyses to partial correlations

of total number of commission errors, as planned. Of partici-

pants whomade commission errors, the range was 1e4 errors

(M ¼ 2.86, SD ¼ 1.46).

Table 2 indicates that total number of commission errors

was not significantly associated with VL/DLPFC, lateral pa-

rietal, or frontal pole volume. However, larger MTL grey

matter volume was significantly associated with a higher

number of commission errors, rp ¼ .31, p ¼ .04 (95% CI: .08,

.56), even after adjusting for chronological age, rp ¼ .30,

p ¼ .05 (95% CI: .06, .55). Within the MTL, the association with

number of commission errors was significant for hippo-

campal grey volume (rp ¼ .37, p ¼ .01, 95% CI: .13, .58; age

adjusted: rp ¼ .35, p ¼ .02, 95% CI: .13, .56), but not for ento-

rhinal grey volume (rp ¼ .07, p ¼ .65; age adjusted: rp ¼ .09,

p¼ .54) or parahippocampal grey volume (rp ¼ .17, p¼ .28; age

adjusted: rp ¼ .15, p ¼ .35). Chronological age tended to be

negatively correlated with the ROIs, but Table 2 shows that

the patterns were only non-significant trends in this age-

restricted sample (83% of the sample fell between the ages

of 66 and 79 years).

3.2. Post hoc analyses

Before concluding that the PFC was not associated with

commission error rates (either positively or negatively, see

Table 1), we conducted a post hoc linear regression in which

we controlled for total intracranial volume in Step 1, and then

entered the grey matter volumes in Step 2. The grey matter

volumes included the registered ROIs (see Table 2) as well as

exploratory Freesurfer ROIs that were specific to the PFC:

lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), medial OFC, superior frontal

gyrus (SFG), and rostral middle frontal gyrus (MFG). After

Hochberg correction, only smaller volume in the lateral OFC

showed a significant association with greater commission

errors (b¼ �.52, P¼ .037; 95% CI:�1.24,�.01), followed by MTL

volume (b ¼ .40, p ¼ .040; 95% CI: �.06, .76; all other p

values > .15). The associations replicated when controlling for

both total intracranial volume and chronological age in Step 1:

lateral OFC (b ¼ �.53, p ¼ .035; 95% CI: �1.20, �.02) was sig-

nificant, and all other regions were not (next highest: MTL

volume: b ¼ .38, p ¼ .052, 95% CI: �.07, .76).

https://osf.io/pqv9j/
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Table 2 e Partial correlations adjusted for total intracranial volume. Associations are reported between structural volume of
the regions-of-interest and 1) chronological age; 2) total number of commission errors, and 3) total number of commission
errors (adjusted for chronological age).

Medial Temporal Lobe Ventro/Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex Frontal Pole Lateral Parietal

Grey White Grey White Grey White Grey White

Chronological Age rp ¼ �.19,

p ¼ .22

rp ¼ �.28,

p ¼ .07

rp ¼ �.06,

p ¼ .71

rp ¼ �.22,

p ¼ .15

rp ¼ .25,

p ¼ .10

rp ¼ �.12,

p ¼ .44

rp ¼ �.29,

p ¼ .06

rp ¼ �.19,

p ¼ .22

Commission Errors rp ¼ .31,

p ¼ .04

rp ¼ .08,

p ¼ .59

rp ¼ �.10,

p ¼ .53

rp ¼ .02,

p ¼ .92

rp ¼ �.02,

p ¼ .92

rp ¼ .03,

p ¼ .83

rp ¼ �.06,

p ¼ .68

rp ¼ �.03,

p ¼ .85

Commission Errors

(age adjusted)

rp ¼ .30,

p ¼ .050

rp ¼ .05,

p ¼ .75

rp ¼ �.11,

p ¼ .50

rp ¼ �.01,

p ¼ .94

rp ¼ .02,

p ¼ .92

rp ¼ .02,

p ¼ .91

rp ¼ �.10,

p ¼ .50

rp ¼ �.05,

p ¼ .73
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4. Discussion

The primary goal of this work was to identify the structural

correlates of prospective memory commission errors in a

cognitively-normal older adult sample. The dual mechanisms

theory predicted that commission errors would be greater in

older adults with larger (preserved) MTL volume and smaller

lateral PFC volume. Using a registered, ROI-driven approach

we found evidence for a medium-sized association between

greater number of commission errors and preserved MTL/

hippocampal volume (supporting dual mechanisms theory),

but not with VL/DLPFC volume (not supportive of dual

mechanisms theory). Post-hoc analyses indicated that smaller

volume in the lateral OFC may also contribute to increasing

commission errors, perhaps indicating that we predicted the

wrong PFC subregion to be involved in commission error

control (lateral OFC rather than VL/DLPFC). In the following

sections, we consider these findings relative to theories of

commission errors.

4.1. Consideration of theoretical views of commission
errors

The three dominant theories of prospective memory com-

mission errors during Finished-PM blocks are the output

monitoring view, residual activation view, and dual mecha-

nisms view. First, according to the output monitoring view,

participants do not sufficiently encode that the prospective

memory task has already been performed and is finished,

therefore leading them to repeat the prospective memory

action when they later process the target cue (Cohen & Hicks,

2017). A related conceptualization of outputmonitoring is that

participants may have a failure of source monitoring (i.e., “am

I in the active phase or finished phase”; Ball, Pit~aes, & Brewer,

2018; Cohen & Hicks, 2017). In the current study, however, no

participant reported confusion at the post-experimental stage

regarding the finished instructions (see also Anderson &

Einstein, 2017). Importantly, by either of the above conceptu-

alizations of output monitoring, one would expect that

smaller volume in regions critical for memory encoding or

retrieval (e.g., hippocampus) should predict greater commis-

sion errors. However, we found the opposite: participants who

had larger hippocampal volumes were more likely to make

more commission errors. Thus, the output monitoring view

does not seem to explain prospective memory commission

errors, at least in this laboratory context.
Second, according to the residual activation view, pro-

spective memories reside at a heightened level of activation

relative to the other contents of memory, even following task

completion. Though it is unclear whether this residual acti-

vation mechanism always requires capacity, some de-

scriptions of this view do emphasize the importance of

working memory capacity (Walser et al., 2014). If maintaining

residual activation depends on working memory capacity,

then by this view, participants with larger VL/DLPFC volume

should make more commission errors. However, in the cur-

rent work, the correlations between VL/DLPFC volume and

commission errors were small to very small in size (rs � .11);

when significant correlations with the PFC were observed

(lateral OFC volume), the correlations were in the negative

direction. Other descriptions of residual activation point to the

relevance of parietal alerting/memory systems (Beck et al.,

2014), but again, in the current work we did not observe any

significant correlations between lateral parietal volume and

commission errors (rs � .10).

Third, according to the dual mechanisms view, commis-

sion errors occur when there are persistingmemory retrievals

and failures in executive control ((Bugg & Streeper, 2019;

Scullin & Bugg, 2013; Shelton, Scullin, & Hacker, 2019)). This

leads to the unique prediction that more commission errors

would occur in older adults with larger MTL volume and

smaller PFC volume. Therefore, the dual mechanisms view

was the only theory to anticipate the current finding thatmore

frequent commission errors occurred in older adults who had

better preserved MTL volume (registered analysis). With re-

gard to the dual mechanisms hypothesis for PFC volume, the

evidence was more mixed. The registered analysis on VL/

DLPFC volume did not show a significant correlation with

commission errors, and this null effect could be interpreted as

evidence against the dual mechanisms view.

Yet, perhaps the dual mechanisms view was correct in

predicting the PFC to exert control over commission errors,

while being incorrect in the specific subregion predicted (VL/

DLPFC). The VL/DLPFC is generally implicated in working

memoryandattentionalprocesses (D'Esposito etal., 1995; Silton

et al., 2010), and though some evidence also suggests its

involvement in motor inhibition (Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack,

2004), it is possible that these processes are distinct from the

control processes engaged after a finished intention has been

retrieved. Interestingly,whileVL/DLPFCvolumewasnot related

to commission errors, a post hoc regression analysis indicated

that smaller lateral OFC volume could partially explain

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2019.10.013
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commission error rates. We will elaborate on the functions

attributed to the lateral OFC in the next section, but the key

theoretical point here is the functional dissociation for com-

mission errors across MTL and PFC regions. It was not simply

the case that overall smaller regional brain volumes were

associated with increased commission error rates, as expected

by the output monitoring view. Instead, increased commission

error rates were correlated with larger hippocampal/MTL vol-

ume and smaller OFC volume. Although the dual mechanisms

viewdid not accurately predict the specific subregion of the PFC

implicated in commission errors, it can explain the collective

results as preserved hippocampal/MTL volume making per-

sisting memory retrievals possible, but diminished lateral OFC

volume making exerting control over decision making and

responding difficult.

4.2. Possible role of the orbitofrontal cortex in
prospective memory commission errors

The function of the OFC has long been debated. Historically,

deficits in the lateral OFC have been linked to deficits in

reversal learning, or inhibiting old responses after a new

stimuluseaction association is learned (Izquierdo, Brigman,

Radke, Rudebeck, & Holmes, 2017; Stalnaker, Cooch, &

Schoenbaum, 2015). A more contemporary view of the

lateral OFC is that it evaluates stimuli relative to state/

context-based information, such as determining whether a

previous action is appropriate in the current context (Wilson,

Takahashi, Schoenbaum,&Niv, 2014). Therefore, the function

of the lateral OFC bears resemblance to both the dual mech-

anisms and output monitoring views, though the latter are

dissociated by their predictions for the MTL.

The lateral OFC finding only emerged in a post-hoc anal-

ysis, but nevertheless, there is considerable overlap in

contemporary theorizing about the lateral OFC and contem-

porary theorizing about commission errors. Commission er-

rors occur when one encounters old prospectivememory cues

(stimulus) in the finished context (evaluation relative to state/

context information), and one has to decide whether the

previously relevant action is appropriate (if deemed inappro-

priate, then the dual mechanisms view predicts that addi-

tional processes are needed to oppose repeating the

prospective memory response). Interestingly, the hippocam-

pus provides inputs to the lateral OFC (Deacon, Eichenbaum,

Rosenberg, & Eckmann, 1983; Wikenheiser & Schoenbaum,

2016), providing a reasonable mechanistic pathway for a

hippocampus-driven persisting memory retrieval to integrate

with lateral OFC state/context-based processing, consistent

with the dual mechanisms view. Despite the seeming attrac-

tiveness of a hippocampaldlateral OFC account for commis-

sion errors, because the lateral OFC findingwas only identified

in a post hoc analysis, future studies are needed to test the

role of the lateral OFC and its interactions with the hippo-

campus in influencing commission errors.

4.3. Strengths, limitations, and future directions

To our knowledge, this study reflects the first registered report

of prospective memory commission errors. Commission error

rates are known to fluctuate from study to study, and it was a
limitation that only 15% of the participants in the current

studymade at least one commission error. Another limitation

of the current work relates to the “imager's fallacy,” or

assuming that a cognitive function is supported by a specific

brain region because only one region showed a statistically

significant p value and others showed nonsignificant p values

(de Hollander, Wagenmakers, Waldorp,& Forstmann, 2014). A

better approach is to directly compare effect sizes (or in the

case of functional MRI, differences in activation), but the

sample size of the current study would be underpowered for

such an analysis.

While the current work provides a first look at the struc-

tural correlates of prospective memory commission errors,

future work will be needed in a group that shows more

commission errors, using a larger sample size, and with

registered hypotheses of additional frontal lobe subregions

(including the lateral OFC). Additional functional neuro-

imaging studies, in young adults, healthy older adults, and

clinical populations, are needed to test for hippo-

campaldOFC functional connectivity when encountering

previous prospective memory cues. Furthermore, future

work should contrast intentions that explicitly have been

deemed “finished” by an external source (here, the experi-

mental instructions; in the real world, a doctor) with other

types of intentions such as those that an individual must

recognize as finished on their own, partially completed in-

tentions, and previously habitual intentions. Doing so will

inform the risk factors for repeating intentions related to

everyday living, workplace performance, and medication/

health adherence.
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